We consider the generalization of Birkhoff Variety Theorem for monadic algebras over £-categories ( E is a finite set of finitary relational symbols) and we formulate a list of conditions sufficient for proving this thecrenu In particular, if the base category C is a full epiraflective subcategory of S -models, those conditions are equivalent to this one, that every epi in C -1s surjective.
Introduction
Lst Jt be a class of algebras of a given type ft , Then the following are equivalents 1°. A is closed under products, subalgebras and epi images.
2°. For ever? se+ X there e:cists an algebra X free over X in it which is p quotient of a free ii-algebra over X then for every aigobra Aj A e iff every function fsX.-* A has an expansion to the homomorphism f:X-•* A.
3°. eft is an equationally-definable class.
-939 -Ono of the categorical generalisation of algebra is a conoept of monadic algebra. iFor terms concerning category theory we refer the reader to §2 of thia paper). Let C be a category with produota and a factorization system (E,M) and let T be a monad on C. Let A be a class of monadic T-algebras.
Here and in what follows wa will identify classes of algebras with their corresponding full subcategories. Now one can introduce two special concepts which generalize 1° and 2° formulated above. The aim of the first part of this paper is: (i) To introduce the third kind of characterization which could be a generalization of the concept of "equationally-definable class", (ii) To formulate and prove theorem which could answer the question whether all those three characterisations are equivalent. Example 1.1. One can introduce the third characterization as follows. Let Eq be a system of pairs of parallel morphisms of the form t TX Eq x 2 XeKcObC.
We say that T-algebra A satisfies the system Eq if ~ T -h*x 1 = h*x 2 for every XeK and T-morphism h:V X -*> A. Assume that the base category C and a monad T on C satisfy the following conditions: (i) (coequalizers, monos) is a factorization system in C , (ii) every epi in C is a coequalizer and C is oolocally small, (iii) T preserves epis. Then ths following are equivalent for an arbitrary class of T-algabras: I.
A is e Birkhoff mono-class, II. fit, is a monadic class, III. A is a equationally-definable clas3. The assumption "every epi is a coequalizer" is very strong and a lot of well-known categories do not satisfy it. So we ohange a third kind of characterization and we obtain a result similar to that one above,, Example 1.3. Let Poa be a category of partially ordered sets. Then (aurjective apis, strong monos) is a factorization system in Poa. Every net of parallel morphisms in Poo is a poset with pointwise defined partial order. Let T be a monad on Pos and let Eq be a system of pairs of morphisms defined aa in Example 1.1, We say that T-algebra A_ satisfies the system Eq with respeot to ^ if h*x1 j; h«x2 for every X e K and T-morphism h:V T X -A.
3^. fit, is aaid to be a $ -definable class iff there exists a system Eq such that eft consists of all T-algebras which satisfy Eq with respect to ^ . This result is generalized in this paper in the following way. Let L be a first order language with equality. L has a finite set T, = {r° = J<, r 1 ,...,r*} of finitary relational symbols and it has no operational symbols. We introduce concepts of £-category and £-definable class of monadic algebras as a third kind of characterization. Theorem 3.4 can be treated as a generalization of Birkhfiff Variety Theorem for monadic algobras over £-categories. For all unexplained terms concerning category theory we refer the reader to [5] .
Algebras on £-categories
Throughout let L be a first order language with equality. L has a finite set £ = {r°=X, r 1 ,...,r k } of finitary relational symbols and it has no operational symbols. Let Mod I! be a category of £-models with usual homomorphisms as morphisms. Let U^ : Mod £ --Set be the forgetful functor. The concept of £-category introduced below is based on a general concept of V-category [2] , Definition 3*1. By a category enriched over Mod £ (or, for short £-category) we mean a pair (C,R) where C is a.category, R:C op x C -• Mod £ and the bifunctor Hom(?,?} has a factorization Hom(?,?) = U^ *S.
In other words, a 2-category (C,R) is a category with every set of morphisms C(X,Y) endowed with a structure of a £-model and for every morphism h of C Hom(?,h) and Hom(h,?) are homomorphisms of £-models. We will write K(X,Y) = = (C(x,y), (r\ y) isn^* ^ no oor^'llH i on arises we shall omit subscripts. such that for every o<i<k,
and for every g:A -D in C provided
there exists a unique h in C such that g = h*f.
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If so, we will cell, f a £ -coequalizer of the system (+). Note that every ooequalizer is epi and for an arbitrary system (+) its £-coequalizer, if it exists, is determined uniquely up to isomorphism.
We will say that the class of epimorphisms in C is £ -characterizable if every epi in C is £ -characterizable in ( Algabrae over E-models Throughout this section we assume V to be a full epireflective subcategory of E-models. It is obvious that V can be treated as a 2-category (V,H) with a pointwise defined relation on the set of parallel morphisms, i.e. for every r* e 5] , -^««(ri) <r* iff for every a « A, (f^, J^^i^l'
Furthermore, E -monomorphisms in (V,K) are simply strong monomorphisms [3] and (surjective epis, strong monos) forms a factorization system in V. V has all produces and all of them are R-stable. Lemma 4,1.
The class of epis in V is E-characterisable iff every epi in V is surjecfive Proof. Let e be a E-coequalizer and e * m # e^ be a (surjective epis, strong monos) factorization of e. From this it follows that m is a E-monoraorphism and consequently, m is an isomorphism. Thus we obtain e surjective.
The opposite implication is obvious. Thus by Theorem 3.4 we obtain the following corollary. C orollary 4.2. Let V be a full epireflective subcategory of E-models with every epi surjective. Then for an arbitrary monad T on V which preserves eurjective epis and for every class A of T-algebras the following are equivalent: I.
A is a E-definable class, II.
A is a monadic class, III. eft is a Birkhoff (strong monos)-class.
This corollary gives us a motivation to investigate the problem of the existenee of non-surjeotive epis in a given full epireflective subcategory of Hod E . We do so in the rest of this paper.
Here and in what follows for a given E-model A, A always denotes its carrier. Directly from tha compactness theorem [6] p.207 and the corollary stated above we obtain Proposition 4.8. For an arbitrary Mod $ c Mod E with non-surjective epi there exists a finite subset i 0 c t suoh that Mod$ Q has non-surjective epis.
Furthermore, by Proposition 4*6, Corollary 4*9» The problem of the existanoa of non-surjective epis in finitely defined quasivariety is recursively enumerable*
Examples
In the last part of this paper we give some examples of quasivarieties with or without non-surjective apis and wa prove that if E has a signature <2,2,*..,2,1 t 1> than for aay finitely definable q.-v. of E-models the problem of tha existence of non-surjective epis is decidable* 1. Let Eand ar(<) = 2. For every set (i » 1,2,3) of quasiidentities described below. Mod ^ has non-surjective epis* \/ XQAXd =>J « x,y,z *1 ' haB only surjectivo epi. The proof is the same aa in 3. above* 5« Now we will prove the theorem announced at the eeginning of this section. Let £ = {r°=x, and erfr 3 ") = 2 for i = 1,2,...,k. Let 3> be a finite set of quasiidentities.
We start with the following construction. r®(x?,X2) is true in ¡^ and, consequently r 8 (x!j,xg) is true o in M. Thus we obtain that <p ia valid in U and 'it makes our proof complete.
It is not difficult to prove tnat Theorem 5.1 is valid also if E has a signature <2,... ,2,1 f ... ,1>. Moreover-, let us observe that our assumption 4 is finite gives an algorithm deciding whether given finite model belongs to Mod $ or not. We have also an algorithm deciding whether given maximal embedding i:A-• B (B is finite) is epi or not. Indeed, it is sufficient to verify that there ie an inner extension of (B/A) o that belongs to Mod Combining the above with Theorem 5.1 we get Theorem 5.2. For every finite definable quasivariety of a signature <2,...,2,1,...,1> the problem of the existence of non-surjective epimorphisms is decidable.
